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This report documents the design and operational requirements and other factors that
have a restraining influence on expansion of the helicopter market. The needs of operators,
users, pilots and the community at large are examined. The impact of future technology de-
velopments and oAerjtrends such as land use, energy shortages and civil and military helicop-
ter requirements and development trends are discussed., Areas where research and development
are needed to providei opportunitiesfor'loweringlife cycle costs and removing barriers to
further-expansion of theiindustry are analyzed.
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 :and condu.cted;a number of operator surveys, data from which are included
in this report." '; "'".' r""".::""" '" ";'".": ' '." ' . ' " • '
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This^^^d^lii^K^Bi^djle^gnjag^^^pjp^tioimljequiremeiits for civil helicopters in an at-
tempt tojidentify those-technolpgy areas that need research and development to accelerate
acceptance of helicopters by operators, users, pilots, passengers and the community at large.
The most important issues to these groups are identified and a level of need is established for
several operational categories based on bpinion surveys and known restraints in the fast de-
veloping iiivil helicopter ffiaj^cet.: For example, civil helicopter sales increased by 18% in
1976. -Differences between military and civil-requirements were examined to determine where
emphasis should be placed. The restraintsof future developments in technology, land use,
fuel shortages, impending FAA regulations, the impact of operational safety in future and
= ,„.,„ „ „ "...J..J.*™ -—>-„..„..,.-,._", „,. ' , „ ^m. . „ ,„ ^. ...
commercial use of helicopters are discussed
; In,general,
civil helicopter field are: > ' " • -
Safetyimprovementsrtdi~feduce accidieht rates to 1/3 of the current rates and reduce
fatalities and injuries with crashworthy features.
Cost reductions in acquisition costs, direct operating costs and fixed costs.
Performance improvements to increase payload to empty weight ratio, increase speed
and: range for specific operations.
Reduce noise both externally and internally for community and user acceptance.
' i " . "' -
Reduee-yibraidon throughout the aircraft in all six degrees of freedom.
Develop IFR regulations for helicopter operations and lightweight low cost avionics
commensurate with these regulations.
will require a dedicated and coordinated effort between operators, users, manufacturers,
regulatory agencies and support, organizations. Benefits to the military will result from nearly
all of the R&D needed"for civil'helicopters.
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Definmg requiremejite forjci^^
copters and 2,547 operators in the United States at ,the^resent time, most of which.operate
small numbers of helicopters/ In many cases.the special handling equipment for operations
such as agricultural, spraying and seeding, forestry logging, seedingi and spraying; andiheavy —
coristructiW.work are designed and developed byj^:»£Watprs.l;The;rnajoE drivirigifprce „ .,~
in this type of operation is operating cost and effici|ijcj/]^
Anysmall performance benefit suchas helicopter CTuise speed must be traded with added
weight and possible, loss, pipayload,. -For exarhple^operation in construction, logging and
agriculture.carmot4:ake advantage of .high speeds but maximum hover payload and maneu- :
'verability is critical, toMie,operation. .For this study the various types of operation are—
'categorized such -that-similar operations are grouped and therefore requirements are — ?
-grouped; - - < - • * • - - . - _ _ . — ,^ - ~^~^~~ ~ "~~
In the past;-post hejiicopteffiSye been developed;to meet military requirements which are
generally more stringentithan FAA requirements. Civil helicopters were therefore adaptations
of military vehicles, and in some cases have carried penalties of weight, performance and mis-
match of cabin size to power capability. New civil uses are now creating demands that, were
never envisioned by military needs. The goals for reliability, maintainability and safety now
emerging inlralita^ civil-use helicopters in competi-
tion with fixed-wing airplanes arid land transportation modes.
Small ci^ ||p|ra!pre:C|^
high-utilization operation where a few minutes of time lost on each cycle can eliminate profits.
For example, spraying insecticide over 20 acres with a Bell 47 takes approximately 8 minutes
for an overall rate of 150 acres per flight hour. Any malfunctions or incompatibilities in the
helicopter, spraying equipment or ground handling can seriously reduce effectiveness. The
operatorgets paid for the number of acres that are sprayed and high utilization is critical to
profits.
. - jlniaewofc&elarge/nurnta it is difficult
to define hard and fast rules. Therefore the design and operational requirements listed in this
report 'rnjus't be-considered general in their applicability, for specific operations but nevertheless
will reflect a concensus derived from operator surveys and literature research.
;« i-1 The method^used in defining civil helicopter deagaand operationalfequifements^:this re-
port is as follows: Reference 1 presents an approach for establishing priorities for research
programsfthatrinciludes^T^rdf *the*'fa'ctbrs''an'd'*a'ssumptions'that must be considered for de-
ciding when individual proposed programs will have a payoff. A relative value for proposed
programs results from weighting and subjective analysis. In this report, the objective trees
werejusejd as a starting point but; expanded down to the detail design requirement level. Ad-
mittedly, -the approach,used.in,this report is:highly.subjective and weighted by the author's
interpretation of extensive review of the operator surveys, literature research and personal
dtkoj^ accident investigators,
reliability; and maintainability experts, test pilots, life cycle cost analysts and helicopter
designers. . ' . ' ' . - .
~- them in new de^g^jDrchange existing designs or operational procedures for more efficient
operation^. Requirements having a major impact are discussed in detail to describe a program
'! for meeting7the:req^
• -• Thissiudy then lists areas of design requirements and specification that can be changed and
thereby present opportunities for reduced direct operating costs, fixed costs and increased
acceptance by operators, users, pilots, passengers and the community. It is emphasized that
the detail"life-cydle cost aspects of civil helicopter operations are covered in another study
•i report, Reference 5.
2
2.1 Problem Definition
Civil helicopter growth is restrained by the following:
— Acquisition and operational costs
— User and operator acceptance
— Pilot acceptance
— Safety and mission reliability
— Passenger acceptance
— Community acceptance.
The overall objective is to increase civil helicopter uses and expand the market. In order
to accomplish this objective it will be necessary to increase the acceptance and utility of heli-
copters in civil applications. This can be accomplished by increased acceptance by users,
operators, pilots, passengers and the community.
Operator and pilot surveys, conducted under the direction of Dr. Ira Jacobson of the
School pf Enginemn^jand^Applied Science at the University of Virginia (see Reference 1),
provide insight to solving the above stated problems and meeting the objectives. Table 1 is a
ranking of the opinions of the respondents to the operator and pilot surveys of technological
improvements which could most aid operations. This ranking provides a good illustration of
the general agreement between the opinions of pilots and operators. In Reference 2, the
predominance of pilot involvement as a cause of accidents was clearly evident from the sta-
tistics. It was brought out that many of these pilot error accidents may have contributory
factors of poor design execution for the operations being performed and poor operational
planning and management. Therefore, it can be concluded that changes in requirements that
have a favorable impact on reducing pilot error type of accidents will have a high payoff in
increased acceptance and reduced operating costs.
The top four (4),factors m'TlBJle 1 were-all weighted approximately equal by both pilots and
operators. Similarly, the lower six factors were also weighted close to each other but were
approximately one-half as important as the top four. It is clear then that higher payoff will
result from introducing changes to improve
- Direct operating cost and initial costls ,
- Aircraft performance and safety. . . ' . . . . . .
The factors of improved IFR capability, pilot aids and displays and cockpit environment
all effect safety by reducing pilot workload and fatigue in a demanding man-machine inter-
face environment.
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.;2.2wG^erator,andJUfser,Acceptance_
( 2.2. 1 Operator Costs. - Operator acceptance is highly influenced by -direct operating costs
• (DOC.'s), initial costs and fixed costs. These costs in turn are reduced by increasing TBO's or
going "on condition" for power plant and dynamic systems, reducing maintenance costs, lower
spares costs and reduced fuel consumption, all of which are favorably influenced by design improve-
ments, proper emphasis in design requirements and increased productivity. Similarly, fixed costs
such as depreciation (based on initial ; value) are Deduced %[desigiEsimph\:ityl:TeducedpS^r
count, use:of low cost-parts
of parts. Insurance costs
 :
safety record of individual helicopter models arid the operator. ; Pe&gnffeatures effect 'the I
' ^  ^ ____ . „. _____ ,,_„ ____ ^  ,. J __ «,iM_^ J^,...,™ ,^«,^ .^v1J^ w^ ,vm,J.-.,J,--- ,.,-,.-,.— ,-„>.,.,,.... 4»>W« ™ _____________ ~~— -- •'-> ---- -~-*-~ l^.«-™™*~«™»««tl*!».-^ J^.^ l» ..........m,..-,... < ------- ~f -- ». ----- - - • . <
safety record both from the material failure standpoint as well as handling Characteristics that*
lead to pilot error accidents. Design and operational factors that impact the above costs are
outlined in Figure 1, "Operator Acceptance". L_; „ ;1
^
i^
REDUCE DIRECT OPERATING COSTS
- INCREASJTBQs OR GOON-CONDITION \
MAINTENANCE CQSTS (RELIABILITY AND DESIGN SIMPLITY)/
REDUCE FUEL CONSUMPTION /
LOWER SPARES COSTS AND PARTS AVAILABILITY
..-.. INCREASE PRODUCTIVITY
REDUCE FIXED COSTS
DEPRECIATION (BASED ON INITIAL COST)
INSURANCE COSTS
-< MISCELLANEOUS OVERHEAD
 ; ,
INCREASE VEHICLE APPLICATIONS :
MANUFACTURER AND; OPERATOR DEVELOP APPLICATIONS
. - TOGETHER-- ' ; " "' • ; ;; ' ;- -;-, - -; ; ••- •
INCREASE PERFORMANCE (PRODUCTIsVITY) TO CAPTlilRE MORE
. OF M ARKET \ •< ..
 r -,.,:.., t. ._' j . .; j_._ .'_']_' ._"
" "' '*'' •**'••""?"»" * " ' --•"-•* •-*•<-"-' •' • ~ •--- •v —*•* *r*--fe' *->v*» -• ~.-.- i.«-,™- ^Mut^u^w. ,^ ..^ ,^.-^^ ^,.
DESIGN EMPHASIS ON CONVERTIBILITY AND VERSATILITY
/s *
.LOWER INITIAL COSTS ,. „„ _ , „ ^ , .t f
 (
DESIGN SIMPLICITY AND REDUCE PARTS CpU.NT '
- • LOW COST PARTS AND STANDARDIZATION ;- :
TIMPROVE MISSION RELIABILITY
FALSE FAI LURE WARNINGS (PRECAUTIONARY LANDINGS)
COMPONENT RELIABILITY
IF R CAPABILITYI - IF
^
2.2.1.1 Reference 3 has shown that 78 percent of the reliability problems of civil heli-
copters can be categorized into 30 problems. These problems were analyzed to determine
causal factors and to recommend corrective action. Of the 30 problems that were analyzed,
the following table lists their relative impact by subsystem:
TABLE 2. IMPACT OF SUBSYSTEM UNRELIABILITY ON
UNSCHEDULED MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR
PARTS COST
Subsystem
Relative
Failure
Rate (%)
Unscheduled
Maintenance
Manhours (%)
Repair Parts
Cost(%)
Propulsion
(Turbine power)+
Drive
Rotor
Airframe
Landing Gear
;(Floats)*
Fuel
Hydraulics
35.3
13.9
12.2
19.9
9.4
5
4.1
25.1
35
19.7
10.1
5.6
1.1
2.8
66
21.3
11.4
•/' 1.2
+ Only turbine-powered helicopters were included in this study.
* An aggressive reliability improvement program has virtually eliminated
floats from the problem list subsequent to the data received for this study.
In terms of unscheduled maintenance manhours and cost of repair parts, the propulsion,
drive, and rotor subsystems represent over 80 percent of the reliability problem. Since these
subsystems also have a major impact on mission reliability (aborts) and safety, it is clear that
major emphasis should continue to be placed on improving these subsystems. Because of the
significant number of problems and the unscheduled maintenance manhours involved, airframe
reliability also needs improvement.
2.2.2 Increased Vehicle Application. - The manufacturer and the operator must de-
velop applications by conducting experimental programs jointly to improve equipment and
refine mission details (see Figure 1).
Helicopter manufacturers need to study fixed-wing and ground/water transportation
methods to discover where pressure points are and where opportunities exist to become more
competitive, for example, 1) higher block speed; 2) higher external lift capability (bulldozers
and container ship loading and unloading, firefighting equipment load capability and water
dispersal; and, 3) specialized loading and unloading equipment for agriculture and forestry work.
„ ........... The operators would like ; the manufacturers.!© projadejiejwpnst^^
for specific roles to work out bugs and provide support. Operators could. install their special
equipment and develop optimum techniques for a most cost effective match of the helicopter
and special operational requirements. • ;
Increased performance and productivity is required to •
Higher speeds and greater endurance will improve block times and:mikb;heUcopters more
competitive withl fixed-wing aircraft at greater distances. Increased speled (up ^o 125 knots)
and tank capacity (paylqad) is agriculture work will increase acreage covered per flight hour. ->
There is a need for increased •external payload (using larger Jielicdpters|GHr47 and HLH) for
containership offloading and loading and lifting bulldozers in aftdrb^for;firefighting and con-
struction work. Marketing surveys need to be conducted to determine size, payload, range,
endurance and special requirements to be competitive where land and sea transportation is_
now used. Design emphasis should Fe placed on convertibility- and versatility. Convertibility
problems should fee worked out so operators can have multi-use helicopters (i.e., internal
cargo, external cargo, passenger seating, ferry range tanks, hard points for mounting seed slings,
spray boomSj hoppers, etc.). In agriculturalwork^ for example, new methods are being devised
to use ul&a-low concentration levels of insecticides arid herbicides. More efficient techniques
mean greater acreage for a given payload, less applicator cost and less adverse impact on the
environment. .............................................. . ..................... .,, ..... , ..... , ........ . .. .
 :. _......_.. ....... ...............
2.2.3 Mission reliability is essential in civil helicopter operations. No data has been
published on civil helicopter abort rates (to the author's knowledge). Data is presented in
Reference 3 on the OH-58 which is the military counterpart of one of the most widely used
civil helicopters, the Bell Model 206. The magnitude and source of the problem experienced
by the military are an indication of the importance of mission reliability to civil helicopter
fleets. Not only are mission aborts a nuisance in lost time and revenue, but sometimes cause
accidents.
The dominant source of mission abort is warning lights (50%), many of which are false or
premature chip indications. A new rugged magnetic chip detector with a capability for fuzz
removal has been installed on some of the newer helicopters and has (reportedly) virtually
eliminated false chip indications. A significant improvement in abort rate can be expected
from this development. The second major source of mission aborts is engine failures. Engine
failures have the highest percentage of hazardous aborts, resulting in one-third of the major
accidents, over 40% of the incidents, and 5% the precautionary landings. As discussed above,
reliability of turbine engines needs substantial improvement.
oj>erator jiu^ shjpwejjthat, in the operator's opinion jan-
scheduled maintenance causes were.asJsh.owh inSEigiire 2,,and,percentage,scheduled main j
tenance by aircraft system as shown inr-Figure^ -The significance of vibration is also shoWn
in Figure 4, which is a comparison of failure i rate and maintenance manho
with and without vibration absorbers (Reference 7). ; : ;: ; : ;| : .
7,
CAUSE
VIBRATION
VEHICLE DESIGN
OPERATIONAL ENVIRONMENT
ENGINE FAILURE
AVIONICS
HARD LANDINGS
73
58
29
n
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NO. OF OPERATORS REPORTING THIS CAUSE1
NOTES:
1. SOME GAVE MORE THAN 1 REASON.
2. MEAN UNSCHEDULED MAINTENANCE IS 20% OF TOTAL MAINTENANCE.
3. 163 RESPONDENTS TO OPERATOR SURVEY (REFERENCE 1).
Figure 2. Causes of unscheduled maintenance
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Figure 3. Mean percentage of scheduled maintenance by aircraft subsystem
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2.3 Pilot Acceptance -
Figure 5, Table I and Appendix "A" outline the factors that influence pilot acceptance.
2.3.1 Improved performance was discussed under'"Operator Acceptance" in paragraph
2.2.1.
2.3.2 Improved safety is a fundamental issue wiAtpilptsyllmproyemenls related-tip re-:
duced c^opplahenTand s^
substantial improvements in helicopter accident rates to date (see: Reference 2). Sinceiapprox •
mately 20% of helicopter accidents are still attributed,tb material failures this item should :
continue to hold a high priority. However, the fact that in approximately 60% of the accidents
the pilot is listed as the prime causal factor, much more! attention should be given to this
issue than has been in the past (see Figurer6). It hasfbeehtfdffn^
line accident data in Great Britain (Reference 4) that "prew faliibility"jis;the cause in 46% of
the total accidents and that "error of judgement" and "mcorjrec^
for 58% ^ nd 25% respectively of these crew fallibility accidents (Figure 7). Figure 8 shows a
comparable breakdown for civil helicopter crew error accidentsTin theillnited States in; 1975.
(See Appendix A for a"further breakdown.) In the helicopter case,:43% were judged to be
"improper flying technique", 25% were "error in judgement", 19% were-due to; "inadequate
preparatipn and planning", 8% were "flying into pyects^^ahd\5%^ere[misceUanepus f^actors
such as fatigue, diverted attention, lost or disbriehted. These statistics piustrate?that the hel-
icopter has unique cockpit and human factor requirements because of low level flight; ffre-
quent takeoffsand4andmgsandiolher special-nu^pnSiSuc^
agricultural work, whicfris much more hazardous and demanding of thb pilot than flying
airliners, j ' : : . ' " ! . ' • . - •;" [ ' ' • • ' 1 • : \ ' •
\ • 2.4 PassehgerAJser Acceptance ;
The;issues involved in improving passenger acceptance!are outlined in Figure 9. These
involve r^ducihg
 :travel costs, reducing travel time, irnproving;safety and improving coiiifort.
The following paragraphs discuss some of the more impprtant issues; and what the'R&D needs
a r e f o r civil helicbpters. ; : • ! ; ! ; : ; [ •
2.4.1 Reduced travel costs are associated with operator's lifecycle cost including ^ direct j
operating boosts, fixed costs and acquisition costs covered in paragraph 2.2.1. In-additipn, the j
accessibility of public-use heliports near the travel origin and termination locations can have aj
significant impact on travel costs as well-as travel time as discussed below. - - f
! i
2.4.2 Reduce Travel Time. - The need for helicopters in the air taxi and commuter role
islti§JdirectlyJp,iS§ speed, range and accessibilityof heHporte. These factors arei alj[high|y
significant in.capturing an increasing market for,helic.op,ters,ftom,fixedfWing,and.ground"OT™™
transportation modes. l < . " . . " . \ . . ' - " \ ' - . ' . . . ' , ' . . ' . . . ' ] . ' . ' • : ] "" - .
t - MORE EFFICIENT ENGINE/LOWER FUEL CONSUMPTION
INCREASE SPEED
- MOREPAYLO^b/RANGE
«L : IMPROVESAFJETY'.: :::
; - INCREASE COMPONENTjAND STRUCTURAL RELIABILITY
I - ENGINE!OUt CAPABILITY AND POWER MARGIN
IMPROVE CRASHWORTHINESS (ENERGY ABSORBING LANDING
GEAR/SEATS AND FUEL CONTAINMENT)
REDUCE-PILOT WORKLOAD AND. IMPROVE FLYING QUALITIES
- IMPROVE MISSION PLANNING
IMPROVE PILPJTRAINING (MORE EXTENSIVE USE OF
siMULATORS)
- REDUCE OBSTACLE STRIKES
- IMPROVE DTAGNOSTICS"AND SYSTEMS MONITORING
IMPROVE COCKPIT
REDUCE-NOISE TO IMPRQVE COMMUNICATIONS AND COMFORT
- REDUCE VIBRATiON
IMPROVE PILOfAIDS AND DISPLAYS (MALFUNCTION WARNING)
IMPROVE COCKPIT ENVIRONMENT (SEAT COMFORT AND AIRi
CONDITIONING OR SEAT COOLING)
Figure 5. POot Acceptance
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DISTRIBUTION OF PRIME CAUSAL FACTORS
Figure 6. Civil helicopter safety data (ref 2) 1975, 293 accidents
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DATA SOURCE: NTSB ACCIDENT
DATA FOR 1975 ANALYSES IN
REFERENCE 2.
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r
REDUCE TRAVEL COSTS
OPERATOR LCCs
REDUCE TRAVEL TIME
SPEED AND RANGE
PUBLIC-USE HELIPORTS CONVENIENT TO PASSENGER NEEDS
IMPROVE SAFETY
MAIN AND TAIL ROTOR BLADE HAZARDS
CRASH SAFETY (ENERGY ABSORBING SEATS AND DELETHALIZE
CABIN INTERIOR)
IMPROVE COMFORT
- NOISE, VIBRATION AND GUST SENSITIVITY
~l
Figure 9. Passenger acceptance
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2.4.3 Improved safety is covered under pilot acceptance 'paragraph"(2.3.2.) Specific
safety concerns of the passengers are main and tail rotor blade hazards, and crash safety which
can be alleviated with energy absorbing passenger seats and eliinmatmgihard.sharp objects that
cause head injuries. Lightweight sound absorbing earphones with head protection are, also
practical. . . . . . . . . . . ^
2.4.4 Improved comfort will require reductions in noise, vibration, and gust sensitivity ; .
and cabin air conditioning for hot humid areas. At present, the cabin interior noise is intol-
erable without sound absorbing earphones. Vibration in the 20- to 30^khot transition speed
regime and at high speed is objectionable. Gust sensitivity is objectional in some helicopters
as a function of blade aerodynamic loading, and effective hinge offset and mutual interference
effects between main rotor and fuselage, main rotor and tail rotor and rotor and control
surfaces.
2.5 Community Acceptance
Figure 10 outlines the major factors impacting community acceptance. The major im-
provements needed are increased operational safety, reduced exterior noise levels and reduced
engine emissions.
2.5.1 Operational safety is covered under paragraphs 2.3.2 and 2.4.3. The significance
to community acceptance is that all publicity relative to helicopter: safety is negative at the
present time because air accidents make news.
2.5.2 Reduced exterior noise levels are mandatory if additional heliports are to be built
in populated areas and low-level (under 500-feet altitude) overflights are to be common. In
order of importance are blade slap, main rotor rotational noise, tail rotor harmonics, broad-
band and engine noise.
2.5.3 Reducing engine emissions is largely a matter of reducing visible emissions or smoke.
As engine efficiencies are improved, the visible emissions will virtually be eliminated. In fact,
current turbine engines which have improved SFCs are not bad and this problem will eventual-
ly be much reduced.
2.5.4 A major impact on community acceptance is the continuing adverse publicity on
subjects such as safety and noise in news media. Industry periodicals such as Rotor and Wing
and Aviation Week and Space Technology are doing an excellent job of informing people within
the industry on problems, solutions and discussing new uses for helicopters. HAA is credited
with substantial improvements in helicopter safety. However, there is no advocacy group ,
which is systematically showing the positive side of helicopter operations to the general public. -
Consideration should.be given to creating an advocacy group .that can inform the public on ; ; , .
jconttovere^ need for growth. This wouldb| in the form of
advertisements and selected new releases in appropriate news media.
16
r: INCREASE OPERATIONAL SAFETY (SEE PILOT AND PASSENGER
ACCEPTANCE)
REDUCE EXTERIOR NOISE LEVELS (OVERFLIGHT AND GROUND
OPERATIONS)
BLADE SLAP
MAIN ROTOR ROTATIONAL NOISE
TAIL ROTOR NOISE
BROADBAND NOISE
- ENGINE NOISE
REDUCE ENGINE EMISSIONS
- IMPROVE SFC
REDUCE EXHAUST SMOKE
CREATE HELICOPTER ADVOCACY GROUP TO INFORM PUBLIC ON:
SAFETY RECORD AND CONTROVERSIAL SUBJECTS
USEFULNESS
COST BENEFITS
"1
__ I
-.»"j4^
Figure 10. Community acceptance
Future^operations between 1990 and: 2000 and beyond can have a substantial impact on
' , : v . : ; , • ; - . r.i.-^ijji.Ufijiu^itavrK".-";;^"""^ • • ' • ' • • > . - ' • - , • , - ' , - • • I - ' : > * 'future h"eheOpterrdesignsr|"Som'e"ofwe"moreTsigriificant are*discussed-below: -~ r
if-.'*
n - <
^ j, By the year 1990 fuels will amost certainly be in shorter supply and costs will be up
r
-'-significantly. This increases will-force (fuel costs to be a higher percentage of'direct operat- ;
I ing costs from the currenti24% (see Figure 11). iEngine-technology,exists to provide ap-
Q proximately 0.4ji^w^^& of Q.-57 at cruise power.
i -i j Carrying more -paylbad: instead: of -fuel loadarid tankage is an additional benefit that will result
sj in lower ciMts^peripassiengef se t^TiMe~or more work acCompUshed per dollar. Therefore, con-
*'! tinuing research: ori: turbine^engine effieiencies:and probably application of new fuels will be
* 1 urgently needsd.^ 1!^  j^;to empty weight reduction
and drag reduction. ;
v 11 \ • : ; : r: r.:: -;: 7;:-;:: i;•; ;-nr3.2: Ef f ecf of Noise RestX Cti'on
The FAA is currently^drafting .a regulation which will limitJhe noise which future heUcojj-
| ters will be permitted to make and still certify. Although the rule is also required to be "^Eco-
homically Reasonable and Technically Practicable" (ERTP) it is'likely that the limits will be at
j a level such that many current helicopters would have difficulty meeting them. The trend to
decentralization and industrial parks in suburban areas has created both a demand for helicopter
; "air taxi travel to and from these facilities and also complaints from neighbors about the noise.
'Therefore, 4 critical need exists for; a dramatic reduction fronvthe; main-rotor blade impulsive
'
;0poise .and_t^jotor|noiire.nuMiance." Both turbine engine^ a^d^reciprocating engine noise then may
! become predominant and treatment of these noise sources may become necessary. Figure 12
' I shows the relative importance of noise levels from these sources.
. . , . ^ ..v-__ ~—>.
i'\l ' * V | 3.3 Heliport Development/Land Use
if1 As land values continue to increase and land use becomes more restricted, it will become
economically-impractical to provide air travel for outlying industrial parks with new fixed-wing
airfields. Therefore,-helicopter air taxi service demands will increase with an indreasing need
'*! for public-use heliports. These heliports will be strategically located'to service major airports
I and for limited range iritr*acity~and iirjtercity trips of up 'to approximately 400 miles.: "The^ ;
:.<,|; major problem will be community and local government acceptance of helicopters which are
:' considered in some areas to be a nuisance.
• < ; " " ' - r '" I -1 5 ' ';' : ' ; : ".' '
 : ; ; . ~ j . V :
sl t t 3.4-Impact of Military Developments |
* * ^ . . . . . . . . ^ t <
It appears likely that the military will continue to develop helicopters to1 meet future war-
fare needs. However, these needs will problably differ substantially from the major needs and
50 requirements,in the.civil market. The military, emphasis on survivability in a nap-of-the^earth,
all-weather, day and night; hostile environment will generate technology of> limited;.use for
_NEED_
9 l-' LOWER CRUISE POWER SPECIFIC FUEL CONSUMPTION
;; ;... . ;,.. '.,. <..: j | •.
• 1 HIGHER POWER AVAILABLE f ONE:ENGINE-INOPERATIVE
BACKGROUND; J
• _ ! ' • - THiEjUEL SYSTEM IS]ASSIGNJFICANT PERCENJAGE OF A HELICOPTER'S
. , . _ _ „ „ , _..... . . . . . .i ....
TYPICAL HELICOPTER WEIGHT DISTRIBUTION
; EMPTY .WEIGHT
FUEL TANK
54%
20%
-25%
1%
100%
FUEL IS^AMAJOR-ORERATING
Ty-RICAL HELICOP.TER DOC DISTRIBUTION
iFUELAT65(*/G4L.
JA/C:MAJNTENANCE
' O:H;
(ENGINE O.H. 1
SLIFECOMP
*GrNE SPARES""
AIRFRAMESPARES
MISCELLANEOUS
24%
10%
25%
20%
5%
7%
2%
100%
MAXMUiw C O N T N G N C Y W E R IS TYPICALLY ONLY 10% HIGHER
JL J.
JFigure\\: Impjrqy^d ettgiife performance
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Figure 12. External noise spectrum — BO-105 helicopter in forward flight
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civil applications. Civil operators are preoccupied with productivity and cost effectiveness in
Jan extremely.jx?mpejitiyj,m.^ turbine enginesand dynamic
system cornppnents are necessary. Futurje civil-use helicopters will be designed to meet civil
operator needs with major improvements in safety and ride comfort and a substantial reduction
in external noise.- 'TheseHelicoptersmust'also bVmuch easier to fly safelyfor long'-peribds of
time. Military.developme!ntsfor:reducedipnot workload'in a NOE environment will be.useful
in civil heUcopjters exceptjffiat^iernTflita^aviOTiics wfll probably be rnuJch mor^sophisticated ,
and expensive: than those'i required- for civil;use. Perhaps^a greater challenge will;be to develop >
low-cost, Ipw-weight but^yery*'veTra^CaviolnJ^s-fQr avil'uses. ' :.
3.5 Requirements for Human Reliability Demonstration
In the more irecent military"pYoc^^mehrbTneUcbpteis.tJiere has been increasing emphasis
on component reliability,;mission reliability and maintainability. In future, it is becoming clear-
that the.oheTemaining.part.of- the_system that,is:unpredictable involves human factors which.-
 ;
;
includes bpth pilots and mechanics. Defect tolerance and redundancy has, to some extent,
reduced the adverse effects of maintenance errors, but this area still needs a substantial im-
provement. Maliy civil MUc^ quality control in eng^ffe arid
dynamic system component overhaul,with resulting inflight failure.
4 ;:.; L_..j _ • _ _ _ : _L '..;; „.L :„.. : . , ; . '. :. _• ' :. ..-
The remaining area that still needs the most attention is the pilot error accident. Approxi-
mately 60! percent of all civil helicopter accidents in 1975 were attributed to pilot error. Of
these accidentsrapproxiniately 43% are Caused "by poor flying techniques, 25% by errors in
judgement, 19% by, inadequate;preparation; and planning, 8% from failure to, see/avoid objects
and 5% from fatigue, inattention, lost or disoriented. (See Appendix A and Figure 8.) It
appears the man-machine interface needs a major effort if a substantial reduction in accidents
is to be achieved.'! ' '[\ '~'. 'i ' . '".7' :^"." r. ' ' . '" ' ' 'r ' ' .[ '-.r T•' ' '•" • - " , • • • ;
Future requirements will be; developed;fpr a human reliability demonstration in new heli-
copters to insure that pilots are capable of safe operation of the aircraft under prolonged high
stresses and mental cpncenib'atio^ controls and displays
that prornote improved communication,;reduce -pilot fatigue and provide simple cues that
reduce errors in judgement.are needed; _Thefirst,stepriniachievihg the.goal of substantial re- ,
duction in pilot errors; is to closely study; a large number' of Occidents and contrive difficult
situations to simulators. ;:Sbme?t3 i^cai helicopter higlfstress/workload situations are: 1) power
f ; . , . , - . , ., * ,. , i . , ,
 ; , , , |. , . . > , . ! ,'t .. ., ..:. -, i . , - - , - , - . . > , . % . . . - . • . . . . . .( pff autorptaticH^irn^ marginal power takeoff
i and landing approaches iii;gusty'Mnd conditions; _3) precision hovering at 150 feet to 300 feet
[ above g^^dj[evielj|s!rnjfa^^ roof tops;
4) makrng high-bjar^
work. f . '^•''•'^':':'l^^^^..:,^j!~^~=^;.^ i • • • ' ' ' ' •
3.6 Foreign Developments ~ ;
^jtnajnujfe,cj^r|r||4s;still intense and has forced U.S. manu- |
pducje^nejwjigsignsjuch^asj^^
^Lcustomer^demandk -At the-present.time..there.is little,activity~inthe civil-helicoptermarketlto
J
. . !fr CEK- £.V L : , -
:-i'C-!xo. Lit .-::u:r.- - •<• -iyi*~- • - • • . ,.,
come jjut with new helicopters with gross weigHts over lO'OOO pounds. This market is being
filled with1 modifications 6f proven helicopters siich aslRe~Bbeing; Vertol 107 and the -2157.
These heUcoplerslwiff^ much more efficient
turbine erigmes and-h'ghtweight airframes should be available for new models. These new large
models will be .designed withemphasis on:p.rpductivity for heavy construction, firefighting,
200 nautical mile joffshpr^ oil exploration, logging and forestry work. Heavy lift capability is
needed for extremely large loadsin constniction, cbnfeiihership loading and unlba'ding, etc.
-J , :.., 1-3.7 Durability, Defect Tolerance and Fail Safety
The trend to defect tolerant dynamic subsystems for the complete helicopter is unmis-
takableri^ogress tow^ made in the 1960s and giant steps
being made in the 1970s. One can project further and foresee that helicopter components to
be designed in .the, 198_0s will :be 100% defect tolerant. Specifications will probably require
this feature, but if they do not, it is so attractive to manufacturers and users and practical to
accomplish that it will occur. Thus, by 1990, we believe that all new helicopters introduced
into service wiUbe 100%^defect tolerant.: Reference Hand Figure 13.
I 3.8 Commercial Air Travel
Commercial :air traverby heUcbpteriisvery limited at present because of high operating
costs, badhpublieity-Qn-aceidenls-and-relatively-low-productivity compared to fixed-wing air-
liners at distances of over 100 nautical miles (Reference 8). It is predicted that trial runs with
44-passenger Boeing Model 237 helicopters may be made in the United Kingdom in the 1980s
but this would require government subsidy in the initial stages.
The Access of commercial air travel ventures will depend on the availability of modern
aircraft and new capital investors; on innovative operators; on growth in fixed-wing transport
which results in airport congestion; on community leadership which implements planning for
VTOL utilization "arid; on the availability of flexible IFR regulations and flexible route
structures.
The principle requirements that impact a cost-effective commercial operation are:
1. proven safety record for the"helicoptermodel,
2. two 'to thred times the reliability of" present helicopters,
3. one-tenth the. current abort rate, ;
4. ^^ highly reliable and reduced
acquisition costs,
5. crash safety improvements of energy absorbing landing gear tend seats and fuel
,„... containment, ............................................................................................ . ...........
6. 100%, defect tolerance,
22
^ ;..
8. low vibration and gust sensitivity (ride quality),
9. cruise speed of 200 knots at 200 nautical mile range,
10. instruments and equipment for IFR flight and inadvertent flight in moderate icing.
100
75
% BY WEIGHT OF
| DYNAMIC SYSTEM
|. PROTECTED BY
DEFECT TOLERANCE
SAFE CRACK GROWTH
1960 1970 1980 1990
DATE OF INTRODUCTION IN SERVICE
Figure 13. Trend toward 100% defect tolerance
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4.0 MAJOR DIFFERENCES RETWEEN MIUTARY'lND1
Innhis section, major differences~between military and civil requirements are examined
to define factors that effect cost and operations efficiencies. Relating to the unique require-
ments of cmHielicc^ejrSjj^search and_develppment needs are identified. In general, military
designs are for extreme conditions because they fly in a hostile environment day and night in
all types of weather. '. In Vietnam, for example, the helicopter operated at high altitudes and
temperatures from unprepared-sites and-was-found to~be marginal because of engine power re-
ductions under .high hot conditions. This was aggravated by engine power degradation from
compressor blade erosion and sand filter devices had to be fitted causing still more power loss.
Thus, new U.S. Army helicopters such as the UTTAS are sized with substantial power margins
which make for a poor match of cabin seating capacity for the available power if used in low-
altitude-offshore oil air taxi roles, for example. See references 9, 10, 11 and 12.i
Table 3 is a listing of differences between military and civil requirements, some of which
result in inefficiencies when military aircraft are adapted for civil use. The effect of these
differences on civil helicopters is:identified. Table 4 is a listing of these differences in terms
of the impact on the .civil helicopter, market and identification of benefits that will result from
research and development in these key technology areas.
Examples of differences "between" military and civil operations that require different em-
phasis are discussed below:
• Operational speed for military operations in NOE are not comparable to the higher
speeds of 200 knots that are needed to introduce operational efficiencies in civil off-
shore operations; Further, in air taxi, commuter and corporate/executive transportation
competition with fixed wings, high speed and increased range are critical to capturing
more of the market. All-weather capability including inadvertent encounters with
moderate icing is required if this market is to reach its full potential. New federal regu-
lations must be written to take advantage of unique helicopter capabilities and low-cost,
low-weight avionics are.required which probably would not be adequate for the military
NOE operation which require more sophisticated avionics.
• Reliability, 'imihTiaihabiUfy^'defecI'tblerarice and quality control are more critical to
civil ^ operations than the military. This statement can be justified by the major emphasis
on direct operating cpsts which /can make or. break a civil operator whereas the military
operates on a TO&E. The Costs of insurance and related costs of lost time due to lack of
readiness, flight aborts and accidents are examples of the critical need for durable, easily
serviceable, safe civil helicopters;
• Improved ride quality with low noise and vibration and reduced gust sensitivity is es-
pecially needed in civil helicopters with considerably less need in military operations.
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TABLE 4. CiyiOlLICOPTER'KEY TECHNOLOGY
• ! AREAS/IMPROVEMENTS
Composite-Structures— :
- crash safety improvements can ;be built in
..—_, _ reduce-weight_:,I '_- !.V._L_. ..„..._'. ;
— reducejcost::. :..; ; ' . ' ' * . ' . - . . '
— improve damage tolerance
—• ~impfov1CcoW'aaOTiresiisiEan(De
— field repairable
— reduce adrframe drag
2 Vibration Reduction
— ireduce vibration generated failures
— reduce pilot fatigue ;
.=—increase pilot and passenger, comfort and acceptance
$ . . . . . . ;
3 Noise Reduction
- •
 !
 5 :
a: External :
— increase community acceptance
—" " inqrease™gfound personniel acceptance
| b. Internal
— develop lightweiglit/lbw-cpst noise treatment
— increase pilot and passenger acceptance (reduce fatigue)
:
 — ; in^groye^cjbm
4. Transmission and Drive
— increase power to weight^ratio
- 3,000 hour MTBR (solve gear and bearing spalling problems)
—,„ increase defect tolerance_tO-100%
— improve diagnostics/troubleshooting
— :go 6n:cbnditi6h
— reiiuce jfidise:gehefati6n ; "~
—
 ;no; undetected icatastrophie^ailures
5, :Rotor Aerodynamic Environment
—
 : increase cruise speeds to 200 knots
— reduce rotor induced vibration
— lower gust response :
28
t E F
6;. Flight Systems ; : t •:
a. ;Flight Controls
: ~
 ;
 imprpye rflight control ;system to reduce pilot workload
_ ^_____j^pp(5ve~h^^ingTqualities-for autprotative capability in high-
: : •:-•'"- JT-Fted-guBts athigh; Ipads-at high and low altitude
: .— lightweight/low cost
:PowerJ3lant5yst:em-;-—~-'--: -~ - -
— lower SFGs (0.45 at cruisepower)
8
- ' • 5,000-hour MTBR reliability
— improve diagnostics :
-- 2-1/2 nrimute contingency power 125 to 150% of T.O. power
Rotor Bladeis, Hubs,: Upper Controls and Tail Rotor
.
— -main blade:darnage tolerance 4 cut 8-inch: diameter hardwood tree
—
 ;tail:rotor bladel damage tolerance — cut 1-inch diameter hardwood
s ™-™™v™,.,. v „,_„ ___ ~." ~-^ -~~,L^ .-^ ,,«™Jm-!- -~-;~ ..... lv L™~ ...... ' ™~. -. L v v - v v w ™ '
• ;dowel.j • • - ; • • . - ! - • • • • • ; -..;•;• : • . • • •
— main blade sustain tip weight Ipss not catastrophic
 t
. — ....... ilo.w mamtenarice::(eliminate.bearirigs) ;
— ; 1 00% ; defect tolerance — ho undetected catastrophic failures
Huttian
— 'advanced systems monitoring/cockpit computer
- pilot seat comfort reduce fatigue
— ireduce ireflectipns and iglare
— avoid rotor flicker critical frequencies
— -improve communication/navigation systems
—.... • j improve pilot ftairangland prpto (simulators)
— I reduce pilot wprkioad (flight controls ;and multifunction displays)
—
 jair conditioning or seat cushion cooliiig
-•^~~iimprpv6i;oc^it7arrangemenrand visibility
— -energy -absorbing landing gear and seats
— fuel containment >
— composite structure •
— provide lightweight intercpm^eadgear/helmets
29
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11. Configuration Design
— [use low, cost components
' _ _ _ 1 _ , L ! . _ _ » _ _ - • > : : • • . ; •j - 'standardization ™ ~ " - : ; • ; - • : - ;
^design-simplicity —- — — - —;~———_____i_
—_ imaintenance and inspection accessibility : ; ; ' . ' . . : . '
— i protect personnel from tail rotor and main rotor hazards :
— | build in cfasTf safety Ind energy absorbing features
- emphasize field repairability of engines, dynamic components,
— install wire cutters, deflectors and structurally reinforce wind-
shields in agricultural aircraft for wire protection
_Cr.ashwprthinessjn^m^ today that is given .little jmphasis_ui_
civil helicopters. Giyil emphasis should be to use available technology from the military
but develop requirements for civil helicopters that vary with the type of operation and
take (into account the hazarels involved. Because the military emphasis is on combat sur-
vivab'ility anil there is a higher probability of crashes in combat, the crashworthiness is
probably[,n^s^i^mtj^nKn^^d-{_m.(A^ air taxi, for example. Furthermore, as
goals for substantially reduced accident rates are achieved the pressure for crashworthi-
ness is relieved. • . . . .^ . . . . . . . . ^ . . . . .
!> ' " " ! ; "
Operational conditions such as high, gusty winds, needs for flotation on overwater opera-
tions, mountainous terrain operation, high out-of-ground-effect hover in logging and
construction work, requirements for contingency power and more efficient turbine en-
gines, the effect of external noise on the community, and the fact that civil helicopters
are continuously loaded up to maximum gross weight whereas the military only operate
at gross weight on occasion, are all differences between civil and military requirements
that result in needs for research and development: Benefits to the military helicopter
programs will result from nearly all of the research and development that is needed for
civil helicopters.
5.0 /CIVIL HELICOETER RESEARCH ARE AS
EMPHASISj
As~a -result" of'stuTdymg^tKe design ^ andrQperiatidnial requirements in Section 2.0, the impact
of future (operations :inSee:ti6ri3lQ-ahd:the major: differences between military and civil heli-
copter requirlmeMyflJ^ areas was generated. The matrix
shown in Figure 14 ijiustrates: the; interaction between key technology areas and civil helicopter
market restraints ;as &scu'ssed:in Section 2.0.
I ; . ; . ' • , _ - " : > ' . , . . . ; •
In Figure 15 a level of need is developed, based on a.review of prior work and current
thinking 6f the industry, FAA,JNfTSB, HAA and the users. The needed technology response
is indicated by a 1 to 3 rating where 1 isithe greatest need and 3 the least in terms of a re-
quirement for specific operations or market segments. The level of need illustrated in Figure
1 15 cannot be considered to be a priority ranking because the effect of life cycle cost and
future malrket trends are noi;preser^d,;FQr example, if future market growth trends could
be predicted and a market dollar^ value were assigned them the relative importance of individual
technology improvements (and their cost benefits) could be evaluated. Reference 5 deals with
the life-cycle-cost effect of technology improvements on civil helicopters. Comparing the
needs on a market dollarlvalua would provide a means for establishing realistic priorities for
those technologies which effect only one or two groups; for example, the value of high-speed
rotor development which impacts the corporate/executive transport, air taxi and offshore •,
\ exploration markets. Another example is the result of-safety improvements on an already)
safe operation such as construction and industrial use helicopters where further improvements
would not appear MMfer ^ significant pay off. The response here, of course, is to never relax
on safety {issues and showing a good record on paper is never enough. Every air accident is
given front page attention in news media in far greater proportion than automobile accidents,
for example, which~are~cpmmonplace. The technology areas in Figure 15 are discussed
below as follows:
• Safety issues in aircraft can never be compromised. Increasing attention to product
liability will force continuing efforts in helicopter safety to achieve reductions of ac-
cident rates-to 1/3 of the current 16/100,000 flying hours in the next decade. Some
form of improved crash safety similar to that achieved by the military but to less
stringent standards is also required but this area needs definition.
i ; ,• : ' .: ' I . ' . • - : • • • ' - ' • :
• Powerplant .unreliability is a major safety and operational cost shortcoming. The ob-
jective should be 5,000 mean engine hours Between removals and overhaul; a high
degree of fi<?ld , repairability; specific f uel consumption (SFC) of 0.45; reliable engine
diagnostic systems; jacquisitioriicdsts of $40/SHP and emergency ratings of at least 125%
of takeof f "poweFf 6F30"seconds~( 1 50% "'of takeoff power for 2-l/2~minutes is desired) .
• Drive and Rotor System unreliability is a major safety and operational cost shortcoming.
The objective should be 3,000%ours MTBR for transmissions and 5,000 hours for hubs;
L 100% defect tolerance for fail safety; a high degree of field repairability; bearingless main
and tail rotor hubs; light weight transmission assemblies with redundant lubrication systems;
31
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_ an order of magmtudejmproyement!in.beaiing_and gear (spalling) life and reliable diag-
nostic systems. Damage tolerant composite main and tail rotor blades to reduce damage
from accidental contact with trees, brush and stones are required, with 5,000 hours mean
time between removals.
Flight System unreliability is principally a function of so-called pilot error accidents.
Since the pilot is the most critical part of the flight system and accounts for approximately
60% [of civil helicopter accidents, it is recommended that a detailed study of a large
number of accidents be conducted and contrived difficult situations be evaluated on a
simulator. The objective would be to define design, operational and training shortcom-
ings that are creating situations where pilot errors will occur.
Handling qualities need improvement in many operations. The objective is to improve
precision maneuvering and ease the pilot's workload in flying the helicopter in takeoff,
NOE, landing, IFR situations and for precision hovering in construction and heavy-lift
operations.
Noise is a major problem in helicopters. External noise from main and tail rotors and
engines are restraining development of public-use heliports and restricting helicopters
from being used most economically in populated areas. Internal noise makes communi-
cation difficult (creating unsafe conditions), is fatiguing and reduces passenger acceptance.
The objective is to-reduce cockpit and cabin noise to fixed-wing levels so that business
can be conducted enroute.
Vibration and gust sensitivity are restraining helicopter passenger acceptance. Vibration
is a major cause of component failures and is fatiguing and annoying to passengers and
pilots. The objective is to reduce vibration levels to ± 0.10 g's throughout the occupied
areas and in equipment compartments in all six degrees of freedom.
The gust sensitivity objective is to set criteria for acceptable limits and develop
methods for predicting mutual interference effects between main rotor/tail rotor/
fuselage.
Rotor aerodynamics at high speeds are a restriction in the corporate/executive transport
and air taxi market in competition with fixed-wing aircraft. The objective is to develop
a 200-knot cruise speed helicopter.: This speed is also desirable in the offshore oil ex-
ploration market. Since payload is also critical in most cases it cannot be compromised
for spjEsed, and^jhp^jefficiej^jmu^t be rnaintained. In agriculture, construction, forestry
and heavy-lift operations payload is paramount and speed is not an issue.
, ! " , , " ' • ' ' ' ' ' ' . ' *
Composite airframes-and secondary structure offer lighter weight, lower cost, corrosion
resistance, lower maintenance cost, damage tolerance and structural integrity. The ol>
jective is to conduct trade studies, cost benefit analyses and bench testing of composite
materials to determine the most cost effective use of composites for civil helicopters.
34
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I
—> jijL. __Instrument and MeteorologicajMConditions^ [ under instrument flight regula-
tionss gaining :abceptance:for commercial operations such as corporate/executive trans-
port, afctaxijaridToff^^ is the weight and cost of
avionic equipment to qualify under FAA fixed-wing regulations. The objectives are:-
(1) develop FAA regulations that are commensurate with helicopter pperatingtechniques
and capabilities, andj^Jcrdevelop lightweight, low-cost equipment to give operators an
opportunity !to compete in the marketplace with fixed-wing counterparts. . , :
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Figure 15 summarizes the areas where research "and development is needed to meet design
and operational requirements-for-'civil helicopters.- These technology/shortcoming areas were
selected as offering the highest .payoff in •terms, of impact on marketing restraints, breaking
into new markets iand offering opportunities for increasing helicopter sales in competition with
other transportation modes. This selection includes consideration of the effect of future de-
velopments and constraints as:well-as trends in helicopter technology in critical:areas. A large
number-of-individual detail-development'programs,will be needed also, but in most cases they
will fall under the umbrella of the general categories that are listed below.
Safety "" " ' ; " .""'.'. '
- Reduce accidents to 1/3 ofrcurrent rate by;™1985 by improving subsystem^ reliability
i and reducing pilot error accidents. ;.' . .; , [ . - . ' . . ' . . : . . : i i
I • . ; • • . . : i . ' ' | . . ; . ' \ . . ' . ' • : . \ >jv — Reduce -fatalities and injuriesibyiintroduction;of ;erashworthiness'features; - I
Cost
— Reduce acquisition cost by reducing parts count, design simplification, commonality
and low-cost parts and" components.
— Reduce operating costs with more efficient engines, reduced maintenance through
durability and serviceabilityrreduced spares costs and improved quality control
of original equipment and spares.
Performance :
—
 ; Improve payload to empty weight ratio by lightweight design techniques and
i rnaterials~ap"plicatibns7
— i Increase speed ifbr some operations with advanced rotor aerodynamics.
Noisfe
 ; ... ;
— Reduce; main rotor, tail rotor and engine external noise.
— ; Reduce internal noise in occupied areas.
_ ...
 t . .__ ( .._ . _ , . , „Vibration 7 j 7 "": :-—•;— ---
- i Reduce vibratipn thrbughbut the aircraft in all six degrees of freedom.
i I - • ' - - • • • ' j : • ' • : ; • • ' . r . ' . : ; "
Insteument;Meteorological,Conditi6ns (IMG)
- _. I Defme :new:EAA;regulations,f6rrhelic6pter all-weather flight including moderate
-icing.
— Develop lightweight/low-cost avionics to meet the new FAA regulations above.
;... JMe£tfflg.th^^ helicopter market in the next
decade will require a dedicated effort-between operators, users, manufacturers, regulatory
_ iiJLdJ-":"- 36 . '
^agencies and, supEOrt_organiza1dons.,_ Ajnaj^pjroblem^n^ivil helicopters is the uncoordinated
efforts between these organizations. This can best be illustrated by a comparison with military
helicopter users who spend millions of dollars defining and monitoring operational and service
test requirements which are-admitted to be inadequate in many cases. A similar effort in the
civil field does.not exist. 'That is why the AHS and HAA operators' panels are gaining popularity
and is the1 beginning of a useful voice in the industry.
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• Civil Helicopter Pilot Survey Research Emphasis Ratings
•
• Pilot Causal Factors in Accidents with Civil Helicopters
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SURVEY (38 PILOTS)
: Ref: Unpublished University of Virginia 1976 Survey and
~; Report No; UVA/528051/ESS77/102 dated May 1977
Research Emphasis Ratings.".(-I Little Emphasis; 7 Major Emphasis)
I"]" ;-; ;;•; -->---•--—:":; ----- • • • . • - ' • ; ••• . Mean
• 1 Passenger Acceptance
- Costs more competitive with other systems 6.2
"""
 r
— Reduce''nolse" " " ' ' - 5.8
— Increase system safety 5.8
- Reduce yjbratipn 5.5
i . . ; . . .
• ; Community Acceptance
— Improve safety of operation 5.7
!—. Reduce external noise 4.2
— Reduce pollution 2.0
• Safety Considerationsj
....;..— Incrieasedicmnppnent reliability 6.4
•:— Increased;structural reliability 5.5
— Engine-out capability 5.2
— Improved crashworthiness 5.0
— Reduced pilot workload 3.9
— Improved air traffic control system 3.7
— Increased/visibility 2.8
• Performance Considerations
— More efficient powerplant 5.7
— Reduced fuel consumption 5.3
" f— Increased; speed 5.1
i— More payload 5.1
;— Greater range 4.9
i— Higher ceiling ; . 3.2
1 , - . . . , . . . . - ' J ' ..., _ . „ :- ' ' i ' --
:— Greater rate of climb i 3.1
= Increased maneuverability 2.6
• i Cockpit Equipment :T: -.
— Improved! communicationsTthrdugh"reduced
noise levels 5.55
— Increased comfort by decreasing noise
annoyance „ ,J 5.50
41
— Reduced vibration
i- Improved, seatrcomfort
|Pil6tsG6ckpitlAids:arid Displays
f— IS^r6Wdjm^fulncBbn"rating system
h= Cockpit d'esigristandardization ••-•
i — „ _ Improvedfavionics....."„ .-.„„„. _.. ..-._.'..
'— Imprbvedi cockpit layout
- RNAV capabil%: "
' -—" We'athef;Tadaf" :" •
Mean.
5.47
4.4 -
4-7
4.1
4.1
3.9
3.4
2.6
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PILOT,CAUSAL^EACXO.RSJN.ACCIDENTSWITH
GENERAL AVIATION HELICOPTERS IN 1975
Incorrect 'Flying Techniques
-! FafleEtb maintMnadeqluiate^rotorrpm
— Improper operation of flight controls
— Mismanagementjof fuel
— Simulated conditions
— Inadequate supervision of flight
— Improper compensation for wind conditions
— Improper level off
— Improper operation ofpowerplant and powerplant
controls
— Poorly planiied approach
— Failed to attain/maintain flying speed
- Failed to maintain directional control
:_ _ _ ^_ !_ ' ' Subtotal
Error in Judgement
••—. Misjudged speed and altitude
— Misjudged altitude/clearance
— Selected unsuitable terrain
— Attempted bperatidn beyond experience/
•ability level
—. Exercised poor judgement
- Operation with known deficiencies in equipment
- Continued VFR flight in adverse weather conditions
- Initiated flight in adverse weather conditions
— Misjudged speed, altitude or clearance
—i Delayed initiiating go-ahead
—\ Delayed action in obtaining takeoff
T ' • • • ' • ' .:"• •" ' " ' • " " : " : ' ; ' " ' Subtotal'
Inadequate Preparation and Planning
—! Inadequate; preflight preparation/planning
- Lack of familiarity with the aircraft
— Improper inflight decision/planning
— Failed to follow approved procedures/directives
Subtotal
61
45
21
10
10
7
7
7
5
2
2
177
46
22
9
9
5
4
3
3
2
1
1
105
43
13
11
10
77
Percent of
416 Factors
Cited
43%
25%
19%
43
Visibility or Diverted Attention
_;—Failed-to-see'/avoid-objects or obstructions • 36
i :. .'..:.:. i .J- -I:.-:...— ll.:-Subtotal . . . ' 36
! . . .' : ' . . ~ ''.".:'.'.'".'" . . ~' '.i i . . . ; . . ,
Pilot Fatigue, Diverted Attention or Lost/Disoriented
—; Diverted attention from operation of the aircraft 12
- '• Pilot f atiguej "" :" :..' ; • 6
—; Lost/disoriented 2
- Spatial disorientatioh 1f ' - : ""•. • ''
; Subtotal 21
,, , , .-. JTV?\rr!AT_, A ~ \ C ~
"~ i \J i f\LJ 11O
Percentof
416 Factors
Cited
8% .
5%
100%
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